Spayghetti TO-GO

Virtual LIVE Gala

THURSDAY, AUGUST 13
7 PM FROM THE COMFORT OF YOUR HOME.

AdoptUtahPets.org • events@slco.org

SPAWNSOR LEVELS
☐ PLATINUM SPAWNSOR • $5,000
☐ GOLD SPAWNSOR • $2,500
☐ SILVER SPAWNSOR • $1,000
☐ BRONZE SPAWNSOR • $500

I cannot be a SPAWnsor, but would like to make a donation to the Spay/Neuter Fund and help the people and animals in my community ________________

☐ Check ☐ Credit Card ☐ Cash

Questions? Or need to process a credit card payment? Please contact Jami Johanson at 385-468-6042 or email jjohanson@slco.org.

WHAT THIS FUNDRAISER HELPS US DO THROUGHOUT THE YEAR TO HELP THE PETS IN OUR COMMUNITY:

Our 2019 Free Feline Fix helped spay/neuter over 500 cats at 11 different events. An average cat has 1-8 kittens per litter and 2-3 litters per year.

Our ACO Cares Program, allows Animal Control Officers to coordinate with the public in need of services. In 2019, the program helped over 200 pets get vaccinated & sterilized in our clinic.

In 2019 our TNR staff, alone, helped over 560 cats! They were worked with dozens of community cat trappers and prevented hundreds of kittens from entering the shelter.
How **SPAYghetti To-GO** Helps our Community:

Salt Lake County Animal Services is the largest life-saving municipal shelter in Utah. We offer a variety of programming to the community to help maintain a healthy pet population. Each year our Outreach team attends over 200 community events and hosts Humane Education presentations at schools in Salt Lake County.

**SPAYghetti To-GO** helps pay for the spay/neuter surgeries of 1200+ owned animals each year that come from low-income homes. By sterilizing a pet, we prevent hundreds of homeless pets from entering the shelter each year.

Join us for a virtual event you will be sure to remember and sponsor life-saving programs. As a business, you will receive recognition throughout the year for your generosity and support of pets in the community.

For additional information contact our Development Coordinator, Jami Johanson at jjohanson@slco.org or call 385-468-6042.

---

**PLATINUM SPAWNSOR • $5,000**

- Verbal Recognition during Virtual SPAYghetti To-GO
- Live Facebook Video to Promote Partnership Prior to SPAYghetti To-GO
- Social Media Recognition Prior to SPAYghetti To-GO
- Logo on SPAYghetti To-GO event page
- VIP EXPERIENCE: Behind the scenes Tour & Volunteer Opportunity for Staff
- VIP EXPERIENCE: Adoption Event for Employees & Customers @ Business Location
- Plaque on Donor Wall in lobby at Salt Lake County Animal Services (2021 benefit)
- Dog or Cat Kennel Sponsorship for 2021. Includes personalized full color plaque in busy walk-thru area, attached to a kennel. Quarterly updates about the pets adopted from your kennel and the impact you make.
- Video at business during 2020 Petapalooza Adoption week: Aug 24-29
- Business swag or brochure in adoption bags from 8/24/20-8/1/21. Must be supplied by vendor.

**GOLD SPAWNSOR • $2,500**

- Verbal Recognition during Virtual SPAYghetti To-GO
- Live Facebook Video to Promote Partnership Prior to SPAYghetti To-GO
- Social Media Recognition Prior to SPAYghetti To-GO
- Logo on SPAYghetti To-GO event page
- VIP EXPERIENCE: Adoption Event for Employees & Customers @ Business Location
- Plaque on Donor Wall in lobby at Salt Lake County Animal Services (2021 benefit)
- Dog or Cat Kennel Sponsorship for 2021. Includes personalized full color plaque in busy walk-thru area, attached to a kennel. Quarterly updates about the pets adopted from your kennel and the impact you make.
- Video at business during 2020 Petapalooza Adoption week: Aug 24-29
- Business swag or brochure in adoption bags from 8/24/20-8/1/21. Must be supplied by vendor.

**SILVER SPAWNSOR • $1,000**

- Verbal Recognition during Virtual SPAYghetti To-GO
- Social Media Recognition Prior to SPAYghetti To-GO
- Logo on SPAYghetti To-GO event page
- Plaque on Donor Wall at Salt Lake County Animal Services (2021 benefit)
- Cat Kennel Sponsorship for 2021. Includes personalized plaque in cattery. Quarterly list about cats adopted from your kennel and the impact your support is making.
- Business swag or brochure in adoption bags from 8/24/20-8/1/21. Must be supplied by vendor.

**BRONZE SPAWNSOR • $500**

- Verbal Recognition during Virtual SPAYghetti To-GO
- Social Media Recognition Prior to SPAYghetti To-GO
- Logo on SPAYghetti To-GO event page
- Recognition in lobby at Salt Lake County Animal Services (2021 benefit)
- Cat Kennel Sponsorship for 2021. Includes personalized plaque in cattery. Quarterly list about cats adopted from your kennel and the impact your support is making.